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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.This novel is the complete set of
Sons of Abraham, Volumes One, Two, and Three. The setting is the future, the year 3026. Around the
2500 s, mankind struggled to maintain their populations as vanishing resources and growing
populations left billions starving. What is mankind to do when the most brilliant minds are unable
to save mankind? Build a better mind. The first Cybers were created, using cybernetic processors
and storage drives to enhance a small group of scientist. The first generation Cybers worked
feverishly to solve the issues, each taking a different approach towards solving the dilemma of a
dying planet. Now, over five hundred years since the first Cybers were born, mankind still finds
themselves plagued with problems. The Earth still remains a shell of a world, the population now
dwindling below one billion, and still unable to feed their own. Terraformed planets, such as
Taurus, import the vital agriculture to sustain the population, while other planets focus on their
own economies. Each planet is populated with the various races and cultures from Earth s past,
seeing new...
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This publication is fantastic. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You are going to like just how the author write this publication.
-- Ha r m on Wa tsica  II--  Ha r m on Wa tsica  II

A really amazing ebook with lucid and perfect answers. It is really simplistic but excitement in the 50 % in the publication. I am just happy to explain how
this is actually the best pdf i actually have study during my individual daily life and may be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Toney B og a n-- Toney B og a n
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